Directions to the Brewer Center

- If you are traveling I-26 East, take exit 205B (University Boulevard = Highway 78)
- If you are traveling I-26 West, take exit 205B

- Turn left at the second light from the expressway; enter through the football field entrance onto Buc Club Boulevard.
- Buc Club Boulevard dead ends onto Alumni Drive, turn left.
- The Brewer Center is the first building on the right. Parking will be just beyond it in front of the pool area and to the left of Whittington Hall. We will have a parking attendant available for assistance.
- Alternate route: enter the first entrance past the expressway, follow around the left perimeter of campus and turn onto Alumni Drive, then turn left into the Brewer Center parking.

Please call us if you have any questions or need further directions, see you soon!
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